Devastating events including wildfires, floods, earthquakes and hurricanes threaten your agency’s primary data center—but they may impact backup or disaster recovery systems as well. Agencies risk continuity of CAD operations when both primary and backup CAD systems are located in the same geographic area.

Access your agency’s fully functioning CAD system quickly in the event of a disaster with PremierOne CAD Disaster Recovery as a Service (PremierOne CAD DRaaS). Avoid the risks of on-premises disaster recovery systems by utilizing resources geospatially separated from your primary dispatch center and entirely in the cloud.
RECOVER CAD DATA SECURELY AND EFFICIENTLY

QUICKLY RESUME OPERATIONS AFTER DATA LOSS
Efficiently recover dispatch center operations after disaster strikes by accessing a functioning CAD system with PremierOne CAD DRaaS.

STORE CAD SYSTEM BACKUPS IN THE CLOUD
Feel confident knowing your disaster recovery system is running geospatially separated from your primary server in a cloud data center.

BUILD A HIGHLY SECURE BACKUP
Rely on physical, infrastructure and application security that is managed for you in a data center for government agencies. Microsoft Azure monitors against threats on your behalf and alerts you to concerns, taking security to the highest level of protection for your agency.

AVOID RISKS OF ON-PREMISES BACKUP
Meet the challenges that disasters present with a cloud recovery solution from Motorola Solutions.

Your agency’s goal is to serve your community in the moments that matter. PremierOne CAD DRaaS is not just a backup of data - it is a functioning CAD system that includes unique agency provisioning, user accounts, mapping and operational data. This allows your agency to get up and running again with your operational CAD data and software just hours after disaster strikes.

Put your priorities on your primary system by leveraging cloud resources to maintain or deploy in the event of a major disaster or event. Rest easy knowing your agency’s data and restoration solution will be maintained and managed by Motorola Solutions teams, saving you valuable resources. This data is maintained in the government cloud, away from the the agency’s location so that if a major disaster strikes, the data will be safe and accessible.

Learn more at
www.motorolasolutions.com/p1-CAD